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Masterclass
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Madeline Carr: Professor of Global Politics and Cybersecurity, UCL and Deputy Director of REPHRAIN

Asma Vranaki: Lecturer in Law, Bristol University, REPHRAIN Academic Lead on Policy and Regulation

Jose Tomas Llanos: Research Fellow, UCL on SURVEY and PACE
Today…

- A global SURVEY on Regulatory and Policy Initiatives to Protect Citizens Online (*Madeline Carr*)

- EU GDPR vs UK GDPR: The Implications of Brexit for UK Data Protection Laws (*Asma Vranaki*)

- Alongside but separate: Lessons from interdisciplinary research on privacy-enhancing technologies (PETs) (*Jose Tomas Llanos*)
A global **SURVEY** on Regulatory and Policy Initiatives to Protect Citizens Online

**Context:**

- Online harms are complex, inter-related, and still emerging.
- Lines of responsibility are not always clear. (Role of private actors etc)
- Making good, durable policy for emerging digital tech is **HARD**.
- We’re out of time.

bristol.ac.uk
SURVEY and the REPRAIN Toolbox

- Review of global policy initiatives, laws and regulatory frameworks
- Working with colleagues at the Australian Tech Policy Design Centre

Steps:
- SURVEY: Large data gathering exercise (36 countries).
- EVALUATE: Match outcomes to policy goals.
- ANALYSE: Successes and failures, possible collaborations.
- DISSEMINATE: Papers, policy briefs, Toolbox.
The challenge:

- These are global problems that are largely addressed locally.
- They are also problems that are perceived very differently by different groups.
- Understanding what has worked / not worked in other places can help policy makers.
- This will provide a global, openly available resource.